Introduction
============

Climate forecasts are riddled with uncertainty because climate models involve uncertainties around the model's structure, the measurement of initial conditions, the parameters of the key variables (e.g., future radiative forcing, population growth, economic activity), and the relationship between these variables. Moreover, because of the interactions between these uncertainties, models are typically run multiple times with different initial conditions and parameterizations, generating a spectrum of predictions to properly capture the deep uncertainties that drive the phenomena. The communication of such deep uncertainty is crucial to allow decision-makers (DMs) to make choices based on an accurate understanding of the state-of-the-art science and strength of the evidence (e.g., [@B19]). If scientists do not properly communicate the nature, sources, and magnitude of the uncertainties, the DMs can be either over- or under-confident in the evidence and, in many cases, this can lead to suboptimal decisions ([@B28]). The effects of poorly specified uncertainty can be profound. For example, the North Carolina Sea-Level Rise Assessment Report ([@B48]) projected a 39-inch rise in sea-level (ranging from 15 to 55 inches) in the Outer Banks by 2100. In response to this overly precise, long term projection, local conservative groups, worried about the economic devastation associated with this projection, launched an effective campaign against policy initiatives. The local government subsequently banned policy addressing these sea level projections suggesting much valuable real estate would be under water ([@B55], News and Observer).

Climate Model Complexity and Decision-Making
--------------------------------------------

Although there is high agreement among experts about the reality and causes of climate change (CC) (e.g., [@B18]), there is much less agreement among projections of the future climate. Experts disagree on the primary drivers of uncertainty in climate projections including if and how such vital uncertainties can be resolved (e.g., [@B47]; [@B66]). For model projections to be useful, stakeholders in areas as diverse as biodiversity, water, transportation, energy, and city and regional planning must resolve the indeterminacy stemming from multiple experts running multiple models with multiple initial conditions producing multiple projections.

When making decisions under deep uncertainty, Decision Makers (DMs) form mental models of the complex systems involved, and these mental models drive subsequent beliefs and behaviors ([@B49]; [@B30]). When mental models are established, even tentatively, DMs evaluate and fit new information into their existing structure and beliefs. [@B36] have empirically demonstrated this process for legal decisions: Once an individual reaches a tentative decision, subsequent evaluations of evidence and arguments are affected by the original decision, which in turn influences future decisions. People also distort information to fit their tentatively favored alternative (e.g., [@B52]). Ambiguity in the definition of events, as well as vagueness and imprecision in projected outcomes, allows DMs to interpret results congruently with their own mental models instead of altering their beliefs to incorporate the full range of information (see [@B42]).

Sources of Uncertainty
----------------------

The problem of subjective interpretation is magnified when information comes from multiple sources. Research distinguishes between two sources of indeterminacy stemming from multiple sources: conflict and imprecision ([@B56], [@B57]). *Imprecision* (sometimes referred to as ambiguity or vagueness) occurs when quantities are specified inexactly and often takes the form of a range of possible outcomes (e.g., "We expect 1--3 inches of snow in the next 24 h") or an approximation ("We expect about 2 inches of snow"). *Conflict* occurs when quantities cannot simultaneously hold true ("Expert A expects 1 inch of snow in the next 24 h" and "Expert B expects 3 inches"). DMs are generally more conflict averse than imprecision averse ([@B56]), but both conflict and imprecision contribute toward overall perceptions \[operationalized by subjective ratings of uncertainty ([@B57])\].

Professionals, such as insurance underwriters and actuaries instinctively differentiate between these sources of indeterminacy. [@B9] presented insurers with risk estimates for three hazardous events --fires, floods, and hurricanes -- from two modeling firms. The models agreed on a mean value (risk), disagreed at either end of a range of values (conflict), or agreed over the same range of values (imprecision). The insurers tended to charge higher premiums for catastrophic risks (e.g., floods) under conflict and higher premiums for non-catastrophic risk (e.g., house fires) under imprecision.

Although imprecision and conflict can operate simultaneously, previous research has focused on the extreme cases where they are distinct. The current studies examine how various sources of uncertainty impact how DMs aggregate, process, and resolve uncertain information from multiple sources in the context of projections related to CC.

Attitudes Toward Imprecision
----------------------------

Decision-makers generally prefer precise over imprecise options ([@B24]; [@B61]; [@B39]), but are sensitive to the level of precision and resolution that can be expected in different contexts. As a rule, DMs prefer the most precise option that can be reasonably expected within a specific context. The congruence principle ([@B59]) states that DMs seek congruence between the degree of precision of an event, the nature of the uncertainty surrounding the event, and the representation of the uncertainty. For example, DMs expect very precise estimates of uncertainty for unambiguous events with easily quantifiable uncertainties (e.g., the chance that a man born and residing in the United States will live at least X years). On the other hand, they would probably reject equally precise estimates in the context of ambiguous events with hard to model and quantify uncertainties (e.g., the chance of a *substantial drop* in the national unemployment rate *in the foreseeable future*) and would consider a moderately imprecise estimate to be more credible and informative.

There is also evidence that laypeople do not always prefer precision. Many individuals are imprecision (ambiguity) seeking for unlikely gains and for likely losses ([@B22], [@B23]) for both outcomes and probabilities ([@B35]; [@B10]; [@B31]; [@B5]). For example, a preference for imprecision was demonstrated in financial forecasting by showing that DMs find moderately imprecise financial forecasts to be more credible, more accurate, and induce more confidence than their precise counterparts ([@B20]; [@B21]). Because of the complexity of predicting the future climate, DMs would not expect highly precise predictions (such as a point estimate of the mean global temperature over 50 years). In a task inspired by CC, DMs who could use one of two decision aids, preferred one that graphically showed the full range of values (i.e., stressing and highlighting uncertainty) over one that calculated the expected value of the options and eliminated all uncertainty ([@B4],[@B6]).

Vagueness as Conflict
---------------------

Vagueness in complex domains is often driven by expert disagreement. Experts fail to arrive at the same conclusion (whether precise or not) when there are too many unresolved or unknown relationships among variables. The belief that scientists disagree about severity and causes of climate change decreases the endorsement of corrective actions, including policy initiatives, to address the problem. [@B44] show that explaining that scientists agree that humans are causing climate change, increases agreement that climate change and certain climate trends (increased temperature, sea-level, and natural disasters) are attributable to human activity. Differences in perceptions of a scientific consensus are driven by individuals' worldview, measured both by the strength of their belief in the free-market ([@B44]) and their cultural cognition -- a theory describing how the values associated with cultural identity determine beliefs ([@B38]).

Decision-makers must decide how to weight competing experts' forecasts based on their information, knowledge, ability, beliefs, etc. Disagreement among experts can be attributed to features of the experts, such as competence, knowledge, bias, or their candidness about uncertainty and to environmental factors, such as complexity and stochasticity ([@B32]; [@B54]; [@B13]). Interestingly, the public's knowledge and ability drive their perceptions of the experts' knowledge and ability, so that DMs with less topic knowledge and who are less numerate are more likely to attribute expert disagreement to incompetence ([@B15]). More knowledgeable DMs attribute the conflict to various biases and conflicts of interest, while more numerate DMs attribute it to the stochastic nature of the events. DMs must reconcile disagreeing forecasts by aggregating the available information with their own beliefs. When individual judges combine forecasts, they are sensitive to the structure of the information and the nature of their cognitive processes ([@B60]). Simple aggregation methods, like averaging, are often highly accurate and robust ([@B11]). However, DMs often fail to understand the benefits of averaging for reducing individual error ([@B43]), and fail to adjust their own beliefs sufficiently to incorporate the advice of others ([@B64]).

Communication of Vague Information
----------------------------------

The presentation of uncertain information is a tradeoff between providing enough precision to be useful while being sufficiently imprecise to be realistic. The communicator and audience often have competing goals. Communicators prefer to communicate vaguely, and audiences prefer precise information (e.g., [@B25]; [@B61]). The description of uncertainty around climate change has ultimately led to a divide between public and scientific perceptions of the problem ([@B65]), even though greater uncertainty leads to a greater expectation of risk and damage ([@B45]).

Risk communication experts recommend transparency about uncertainty to aid interpretability for DMs ([@B28]). A simple and common communication tool is to provide range estimates, such as confidence intervals, to express the scope of values considered reasonably possible or probable. Uncertainty about climate change, when presented as a range estimate, is considered more credible when certainty is not possible (MacInnis et al., unpublished). Interval estimates are perceived to be more credible in hindsight and to have higher utility for deciding at higher likelihoods ([@B14]). Vagueness that characterizes both numerical ranges and verbal ambiguity, interacts with message framing resulting in vagueness avoidance for positively framed values and vagueness seeking for negatively framed values ([@B40]). Ranges can improve attributions of the likelihoods across possible outcomes ([@B16]) and can improve the appropriateness of steps taken to address weather-related risks ([@B37]).

The Current Paper
-----------------

We examine DMs' reactions to sources of uncertainty arising from multiple forecasts in the context of CC. Climate is a perfect domain for such studies. Due to the computational constraints of running complex climate models, it is often impossible to resolve these disagreements and indeterminacies during modeling. There is a tradeoff between model resolution and expected accuracy in climate models. Modelers can set model parameters to estimate the future climate with high resolution (say at the level of a county or a neighborhood), but higher resolution can reduce confidence in the accuracy of their forecasts. Conversely, lower resolution forecasts (e.g., global models) may be perceived as more accurate but uninformative or even irrelevant at a local level. This tradeoff is understood by laypeople who intuitively rate narrower intervals as more informative than their precise counterparts (e.g., [@B21]), but less likely to be accurate, and vice versa ([@B63]). Therefore, to maintain a high degree of confidence, climate projections are typically expressed with equivocacy by including vagueness or uncertainty information.

In two studies, we present respondents with two forecasts related to future impacts of CC with various sources of indeterminacy and disagreement. Consistent with the CC literature we differentiate between *model and source uncertainty*. Model uncertainty describes indeterminacy stemming from the models' structure and inputs, and source uncertainty describes disagreement between how expert sources utilize models and interpret their output. The forecasts -- which are projections of sea level rise and their impact on the ports in southern California over the next 50 years -- vary in whether they came from the same or different models and use the same or different initial conditions. In addition, the various sets of experts' forecasts reflect different degrees of imprecision and conflict. In each case, the respondents estimated the most likely value as well as a range of possible values. Additionally, we obtained their confidence in those estimates in two ways: direct ratings and willingness-to-pay for insurance to reduce the risk of losing money when betting on their estimates. Finally, they provided comparative ratings of the forecast sets on key attributes.

Study 1
=======

We test how DMs react to various sources and types of uncertainty underlying model projections. More specifically, we test a 3 × 4 typology of uncertainty. One factor consists of three levels of *source uncertainty* that describe how forecasts from two experts relate to each other -- conflict between precise experts, imprecise agreeing experts, and a hybrid case which includes both conflict and imprecision. The second factor -- *model uncertainty* -- is based on a 2 × 2 crossing of *structural uncertainty* about the model and uncertainty reflecting *judgmental* interpretation of the models' results. We manipulate structural uncertainty by providing projections from the same, or different, models, and we manipulate judgmental uncertainty by providing projections from one or two sets of initial conditions. See **Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}** for a schematic description of the design.

###### 

Typology of source and model uncertainty.

  Model uncertainty (Between subjects)   Source of uncertainty (Randomly ordered within subjects)         
  -------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------- -- -- --
  One model                              One set of initial conditions                                    
                                         Two sets of initial conditions                                   
  Two Models                             One set of initial conditions                                    
                                         Two sets of initial conditions                                   
                                                                                                          

We test the effects of these various facets of uncertainty on three distinct sets of dependent variables. The first two sets -- estimates of the target quantity and its feasible bounds, and confidence in the estimates -- are obtained for each case. The third set consists of a group of concurrent, comparative ratings of the various cases obtained after making all estimates. This set provides a retrospective global evaluation of the various sources of uncertainty.

Overall, our goal is to test how sensitive the DMs' estimates and expressions of confidence will be to the manipulations of the various facets of uncertainty. Consider first the effects of the source of uncertainty. We do not expect any differences in terms of the best estimates of the target quantity which will, invariably, be some simple aggregate of, or compromise between, the two extreme -- the lowest and the highest -- values presented by the forecasters^[1](#fn01){ref-type="fn"}^.

We have differential expectations about the range of the estimates and the confidence they inspire. We expect that the DMs will be most faithful to (deviate least from) the experts' estimates in the case of identical and imprecise forecasts, and we expect that the range of estimates will be the narrowest in the hybrid case that, by its nature, highlights a narrow area of agreement, so we expect the DMs to focus on it. In line with previous results ([@B56]; [@B1]), we expect the lowest levels of confidence and the highest willingness to purchase insurance in the presence of conflict between the experts. Similarly, we expect that, in retrospect, DMs will rate the conflicting cases lowest (least desirable or attractive) in all respects, and rate the imprecise cases highest on most attributes, with the hybrid cases in between.

We expect that DMs will be less sensitive to our manipulations of model uncertainty which are more subtle and, unlike source uncertainty which is very direct and salient, reflect a deeper understanding and analysis of the situation. In general, we expect that lower (structural and judgmental) uncertainty will induce narrower ranges of estimates, higher levels of confidence and less willingness to purchase insurance. Finally, we predict that DMs will react more strongly to information that reduces *structural* (rather than *judgmental*) uncertainty, because structural uncertainty implies there is conflict in the relationship between physical phenomena while judgmental uncertainty, can be attributed to changes in initial conditions or model parameters, and can be resolved more easily.

Methods
-------

### Participants and Design

One hundred and thirty undergraduate and graduate students from New York University and Fordham University participated in the study. Eighty-seven (67%) were female, and the mean age was 20.9 (*SD* = 2.8). Participants received \$10 for participating and a performance-based prize (up to an additional \$20; described below). We varied model uncertainty -- a combination of two binary factors reflecting structural and judgmental uncertainties -- between subjects. Participants were randomly assigned to one of four groups, and they saw projections from either one or two model(s), reflecting structural uncertainty, and using one or two set(s) of initial conditions, capturing judgmental uncertainty. We varied source uncertainty within-subjects, so all participants saw three projection sets from various pairs of experts: one set of precise, but conflicting projections; one set of imprecise, but agreeing, projections; and one set of *hybrid* projections that were both conflicting and imprecise (see **Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**).

### Material and Procedure

Participants saw the same scenario -- describing the effects of sea level rise on ports in Southern California -- each time with a different set of projections (see Supplementary Materials for the full scenario). Additional tasks interspersed between them served as distractors from the manipulation. Each projection set consisted of two forecasts from two different experts. In each condition, the pairs of forecasts were attributed to the same two experts. These experts were labeled generically, so no specific valence or ideology could be ascribed to either expert. The three source uncertainty conditions were presented in random order; all three versions had the same mean (25 inches) and the same range (10--40 inches) of sea level rise projected over 50 years. The conflict condition consisted of disagreeing point estimates (10 vs. 40 inches), the imprecision condition consisted of agreeing interval estimates (both 10--40 inches), and the hybrid condition consisted of two non-overlapping intervals with a common endpoint (10--25 inches and 25--40 inches). To highlight why similar models could result in different output, the following statement was added to each scenario, "Note: Differences between projections may reflect the experts' uncertainty about the values of the key parameters."

**Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}** presents the flow of the study from beginning to end. Participants started by reading background information about climate models including the basic science behind CC its potential impacts, a description of Earth System Models (EaSMs), and an explanation of why they are uncertain (see Supplementary Materials for introductory text). We developed this text in consultation with climate scientists, ecologists, and water experts. This information provided a basic understanding of the sources of imprecision and disagreement among the experts and model projections, even when they agree on the general science of CC.

![Study flow for one participant.](fpsyg-09-00403-g001){#F1}

Next, participants completed a 12-item belief in CC inventory. All items were five-option Likert statements (labeled from "strongly disagree" to "strongly agree") that were adapted from [@B33]. There were six subscales of perceptions of CC including general belief in, personal experience with, belief in humans causing, belief in serious consequences of, self-efficacy to make a difference in, and intentions to take alleviative actions to address, climate change. The original subscales include 4 items each, but we administered only 2 of the items to shorten the experiment time. We conducted a factor analysis on 374 responses (from the US sample of [@B6]) using a single factor and retained the top two items (i.e., with the highest loading) in each. The reduced scale maintained the level of reliability of the full scale and maintained or improved upon the reliability for all subscales except one (personal experience dropped from α = 0.87 to 0.80; see Supplementary Table [S1](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the Supplementary Material for the reduced scales). Participants were credited with an endowment of \$10 for completing the 12 belief items for use in the first (of three) incentivized betting task to determine their underlying uncertainty.

Participants then read a one paragraph summary of a scenario regarding the need to raise the ports in Southern California to protect against projected sea level rise. Participants saw two expert projections pertaining to the scenario. The experts were labeled generically (e.g., Scientist A and B) and the models were given fictitious names Global Circulation Simulation model - version X (GCSX) and Earth System Generation model - version Y (ESGY).

After reading the scenario, the participants provided their best guess of the target value, stated a range of likely values, and rated their confidence on a seven-option Likert scale from "not at all" to "extremely." They then were asked to imagine they were a consultant to the port authority and recommend a value to plan for and rate their confidence on the same seven-point scale. They were also allowed to give an open-ended justification for their estimates, but an analysis of the content is beyond the scope of this paper.

To motivate the subjects to provide honest estimates, they were told that their estimates for a scenario will be part of a bet that potentially paid based on its accuracy. If their estimate was within 10% of the "true" value, they could double their \$10 endowment, and if their estimate was off by more than 10%, they would lose their endowment. The true values were generated by calculating the mean of ten runs assuming expert projections was distributed normally over the range. Before resolving their bet, participants were offered the opportunity to purchase insurance in a bidding procedure adapted from [@B2], by using the \$10 they earned previously. Specifically, they could bid any amount \$B (\$0 ≤ B ≤ \$7.50) to purchase insurance. If their bid was at least as large as our randomly generated counteroffer (between \$0 and \$5, in increments of \$.25), they were insured, and their loss would be reduced to \$2.50 plus the cost of insurance (which was equal to the counteroffer). If their bid was less than the counteroffer, they were uninsured. This procedure was designed to elicit bids that accurately reflect the DM's perceived uncertainty.

Participants were told that overbidding can lead to overspending on insurance and underbidding can lead to under-protection, and they completed a quiz about the bidding procedure. The quiz provided an example including a best guess, insurance bid, counteroffer, and true value. Participants were asked if the bid was successful in purchasing insurance, the price of insurance, if the bet was successful, winnings/losings, and total payment for the example. Participants answered these five questions for two different examples. If they answered fewer than 8 questions correctly, they repeated the first example and the associated quiz questions.

After completing all the stages of the first scenario, the participants took a six-item numeracy quiz which served as a distractor and to control for numeracy since it has been found to be a strong predictor of decision-making skill (e.g., [@B12]). We adapted our numeracy quiz from the eight-item [@B62] scale dropping two items, for being too time consuming. Participants were credited with a \$10 endowment to use in the second bet for completing the numeracy quiz.

After completing all stages -- estimates and insurance bids -- of the second scenario, participants completed the same 12-item belief in CC inventory to test the reliability of this measure and as a distractor before the third and final projection set. They were credited with their third (and final) \$10 endowment after the completion of this inventory and completed all stages -- estimates and insurance bids -- of the third scenario.

The estimation and insurance bid on the second and third procedure were identical to the original one. The labels identifying the experts and models and number of initial conditions were fixed across scenarios within participants. Only the values and structure of the forecasts varied across scenarios.

After completing the third projection set, participants concurrently rated the three projection sets on eight attributes: ambiguous, conflicting, precise, credible, likely to be accurate, informative, complete, and easy to reconcile/decide. All three projection sets were shown on the screen and subjects were asked to rate all three projection sets independently for each attribute using a 7-point Likert scale from "not at all" to "extremely." Each trait was presented on a separate screen in a random order.

Finally, the participants answered some basic demographic questions including age, sex, major of study, year in school, political affiliation (Republican, Independent, Democrat, or other), and strength of political identity (five-options from "very weak" to "very strong"), and they received the winnings of one randomly selected bet.

Results
-------

We ran a series of 3 × 2 × 2 mixed MANCOVAs with source uncertainty as the within-subjects factor and (number of) models and initial conditions as between-subjects factors and numeracy as a covariate^[2](#fn02){ref-type="fn"}^. Several results stand out: (1) We did not find any significant differences across conditions for the participants' best estimates and their recommendations, as expected, so we report their personal estimates throughout the results; (2) We did not find significant effects of the two components of model uncertainty (structural and judgmental) on any dependent variable; (3) We found several systematic effects of source uncertainty which we describe and discuss below one dependent variable at a time (**Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}** shows the means and standard errors of all estimates by source uncertainty); (4) We did not find order effects: response patterns do not change if we only analyze the first condition seen by each participant, so differences cannot be attributed to the influence of previous judgments.

###### 

Descriptive statistics of estimates and confidence by source uncertainty.

  DV            Overall   Imprecision   Conflict   Hybrid                                                     
  ------------- --------- ------------- ---------- -------- ------- ------ ----- ------- ------ ----- ------- ------
  Best guess    390       25.40         0.22       130      25.88   0.33   130   25.10   0.42   130   25.21   0.36
  Lower bound   388       13.71         0.26       129      13.22   0.43   130   13.62   0.50   129   14.29   0.42
  Upper bound   382       35.59         0.30       128      36.55   0.47   128   35.38   0.56   126   34.81   0.52
  Range         380       21.69         0.46       127      23.28   0.75   128   21.67   0.84   125   20.09   0.75
  Confidence    390       4.02          0.07       130      4.28    0.14   130   3.78    0.12   130   3.98    0.12
                                                                                                              

### Range Estimates Across Sources of Uncertainty

The lower bound, upper bound, and range estimates all varied significantly by source uncertainty. In all the conditions, the two estimated bounds were shifted away from the expert projections toward the center of the intervals. In other words, the judged lower bounds are higher than the lower forecasts, the judged upper bounds are lower than the upper forecasts and, consequently, the judged ranges are narrower than the actual range of forecasts. The estimates vary significantly across conditions: *F*~(2,123)~ = 4.09, *F*~(2,120)~ = 9.37, and *F*~(2,119)~ = 12.43 for the lower bounds, upper bounds and the range, respectively. **Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}** shows boxplots of the bound estimates by source uncertainty. The DMs' range estimates are most consistent with the forecasts in the imprecise condition; the median bounds under imprecision are, essentially, equal to the experts' forecasts. On the other hand, we observed the greatest reduction in range in the hybrid condition -- the median range for hybrid sources is reduced by about one third -- suggesting that the distinct effects of imprecision and conflict are cumulative.

![Bound estimates by source uncertainty (Study 1).](fpsyg-09-00403-g002){#F2}

Confidence and Insurance Across Sources of Uncertainty
------------------------------------------------------

There was a markedly different pattern of confidence and willingness-to-pay for insurance as a function of source uncertainty *F*~(2,125)~ = 9.01 and 6.51 for estimates and recommendations, respectively. DMs were most confident under imprecision and least confident under conflict. Conversely, the mean insurance bids were lowest for imprecision and highest under conflict. The two patterns were consistent, since a higher insurance bid implies lower confidence. DMs used different bidding strategies under imprecision compared to conflict and the hybrid source of uncertainty. Recall that the minimal possible bid was \$0 and the maximal was \$7.50. We considered all small bids (≤\$0.25) as a rejection of insurance, very high bids (≥\$7.25) as a commitment to purchasing insurance, and moderate bids ∈ (\$0.25, 7.25) as reflecting a more nuanced conditional approach (purchase "if the price is right"). Most DMs (87%) followed the same strategy for all three sources of uncertainty, and we found no difference in the proportion of DMs who placed conditional bids (between 84% and 85%) in all conditions. DMs were more likely to reject insurance than purchase it under imprecision (12% vs. 5%). Conversely, they were more likely to commit to purchasing insurance under conflict (9% vs. 6%). In the hybrid condition the two rates were similar (8% vs. 6%). The difference between conflict and imprecision was significant, χ^2^~(2)~ = 8.27, *p* = 0.02 using Stuart--Maxwell test for matched categories, with 11% of DMs more likely to purchase insurance under conflict, and only 2% more likely to purchase insurance under imprecision.

Retrospective Ratings Across Sources of Uncertainty
---------------------------------------------------

We reverse scored "ambiguous" and "conflicting," so that high values refer to positive valence for all attributes. **Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}** shows the mean ratings by source uncertainty. We found no differences in the ratings of "precision," but for the other seven attributes the differences were significant: On average, DMs rated the imprecise set highest and the conflicting set lowest. The largest difference between the three sources was observed for the rating of (non-)conflicting scale, and the smallest difference was observed for the (un-)ambiguous scale. The hybrid set was consistently rated in between the other two sets for all seven significant attributes, but its distance from the two extreme conditions varies as a function of the attribute. Mean ratings of the hybrid sets more closely resemble the mean responses under conflict for "(non-)conflicting," "(un)ambiguous," and "easy to reconcile/decide." On the other hand, the mean hybrid ratings were more like the mean ratings of the imprecise set for "completeness." The mean hybrid ratings were equidistant from imprecision and conflict for the other three attributes: "informative," "credible," and "(likely to be) accurate."

![Comparative rating means by source uncertainty (Study 1). Error bars reflect standard error of the mean for each condition.](fpsyg-09-00403-g003){#F3}

Study 2
=======

In the second study, we focus on the intriguing, and previously unstudied, hybrid cases by examining the differential impact of various patterns of (interval) projections sets obtained from pairs of forecasters. The design is similar to Study 1, with some minor changes: Each DMs saw one of 30 different hybrid projection sets -- involving distinct combinations of conflict and imprecision -- in addition to the same set of conflicting (and precise) forecasts and the same imprecise (and agreeing) set. We also simplified the willingness-to-pay for insurance task. Rather than bidding for insurance with the BDM procedure, DMs could choose to purchase one of four levels of insurance at different pre-determined prices. Considering the results of Study 1, we did not manipulate model uncertainty. Thus, we only study source uncertainty and our hypotheses are focused on the hybrid projection sets.

We expect that DMs will react more strongly to information that reduces perceived conflict than perceived imprecision because DMs tend to be more conflict averse than imprecision averse ([@B56]), as we confirmed in Study1. Following Study 1, we expect that both conflict and imprecision will contribute toward overall uncertainty, and when combined (as a hybrid or mixed source condition) their effects will be aggregated differently based on the task: (a) DMs will use a weighted mean for global preferential judgments including confidence, so we expect contributions toward overall uncertainty in the following pattern: ambiguity \< hybrid \< conflict, but (b) they will have combined effects for estimation tasks, so we will observe the following pattern of shifting away from the experts: ambiguity \< conflict \< hybrid.

We develop a systematic typology of hybrid patterns and predict that the DMs' responses will vary based on the two key factors of this classification -- overlap and (a)symmetry. We expect that the type and degree of overlap between the two estimates will have a stronger influence on the global ratings than the level and nature of asymmetry between the estimates, because overlaps will drive the perceived agreement between projections. On the other hand, the degree of (a)symmetry should have a stronger influence on quantitative estimates than overlap because a large degree of asymmetry signals that averaging may not be the best method of aggregation compared to other methods (like using the median).

Methods
-------

### Participants and Design

A total of 1,084 participants completed the study online. They were recruited both via Fordham University's business school subject pool (12%) and via a Qualtrics national panel (88%). The former group received course credit, and the latter received Qualtrics' standard honorarium for completing the study. Since there were no differences between the two groups of subjects we combine them in the analyses. In addition, 10% of all participants were randomly selected to receive an additional cash incentive of up to \$14 based on their performance on one randomly selected task.

Responses were pre-screened for validity by the following pre-determined criteria to remove responses with inadequate effort: Participants must have (1) completed the survey, (2) taken at least 6 min to complete it, (3) had fewer than 15% of responses missing, and (4) straight-lined (answered identically) on at most 10 (out of 14) pages. Fewer than 14% of the responses did not meet the minimum criteria (the valid response rate did not vary by recruitment method), so we analyze a total of 937 valid responses. The sample was 50% female, the mean age was 44.4 (*SD* = 15.7). About 32% each self-identify as Democrats and Independents, and 28% as Republicans. Most respondents (45%) had at least a college degree, 33% had some college credit, and 22% had no college education.

Given the clear results of Study 1, we did not manipulate model uncertainty, so all participants saw forecasts from two experts and two models for each set of forecasts. The source of uncertainty was varied within-subjects, and participants saw one set of conflicting, and precise forecasts, one set of imprecise, agreeing, forecasts and one hybrid set. The unique feature of this study is that participants were randomly assigned to one of 30 conditions differentiated by 30 distinct hybrid conditions.

The various projection sets can be characterized by the type and degree of their *overlap* and (a)*symmetry*. We distinguish between four categories of overlap: (1) *intersecting* sets are partially overlapping, (2) *nested* sets feature one interval as a subset of (embedded within) the other, (3) *tangent* sets include intervals that share a common endpoint (as in Study 1), and (4) *disjoint* sets do not overlap. Let *LB1* and *LB2* be the lower bounds of the two intervals and let *UB1* and *UB2* be their corresponding upper bounds. Without loss of generality, we assume that *LB1* ≤*LB2* and *UB1* ≤*UB2* so, in other words, the first interval is lower and the second is higher. We define a measure of Degree of Overlap, *DO*, that measures the size of the interval of each set that is (dis)similar (i.e., intersecting, nested, or disjoint).
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*DO* is positive for intersecting and nested sets, negative for disjoint sets, and 0 for tangent sets. For example, the interesting set H01 and the nested set H06 have equal DOs, while the disjoint set H26 has a negative DO of equal magnitude (see **Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**).

![Graphical representation of the pairs of interval forecasts used as stimuli for Study 2.](fpsyg-09-00403-g004){#F4}

There are many ways to define the degree of (a)symmetry of the two sets. The basic definition we use to describe the design is based on the distance between the midpoints of the two intervals from the midpoint of all estimates. Let *M* be the midpoint of all four points, and *m*~i~ be the midpoint of the *i*'th interval (*i* = 1,2). Formally: $\mathit{M} = \frac{\mathit{\max}{\left( \mathit{U}\mathit{B} \right) - \mathit{\min}\left( \mathit{L}\mathit{B} \right)}}{2}$ and $\mathit{m}_{i} = \frac{\mathit{U}\mathit{B}\mathit{i} - \mathit{L}\mathit{B}\mathit{i}}{2}\left( \mathit{i} = 1,2 \right)$. We define:
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If the midpoints of both intervals are equidistant from *M*, they are considered symmetric (*AS* = 0). If the midpoint of the lower (upper) interval is farther from the center, *M*, then the set is positively (negatively) skewed. For example, set H16 has a positive skew, and set H20 has a negative skew of equal magnitude. All forecast sets cover the same 30-inch range (from 10 to 40), so DO and AS for each set can be thought of as the breadth of that range that is overlapping (or not) and unbalanced.

### Materials and Procedure

Participants were randomly assigned to one of 30 different hybrid conditions. Each included a set consisting of two interval projections that are both conflicting and imprecise to various degrees. These sets were constructed by varying the type and degree of overlap (intersecting, nesting, tangent, or disjoint) and asymmetry (symmetric or skewed), so they span the full 4 × 2 typology of the two factors. The complete classification is displayed in **Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**.

We used the same procedure as in Study 1 with some minor modifications. Participants started by reading the informed consent and a shortened version of the background information. We used the same scenario describing how sea-level rise will affect California ports (see Supplementary Materials) showing two accompanying forecasts, but we fixed the number of experts (2) and the number of models (2). The projections were presented in a chart, and we randomized the order of presentation for each pair, so either the higher or lower projection could appear on the left or right. Participants performed the same estimation tasks and confidence ratings, but they did not provide recommendations as a government consultant. Instead, we asked them to provide a 90% probability interval, so we had a benchmark to compare the width of their range estimates.

We altered the willingness-to-pay for insurance item because the bidding procedure was time-consuming, and some participants struggled to understand it. After making their estimates, participants chose one of four levels of insurance with different levels of coverage and, of course, different costs. They could choose to (1) be uninsured, (2) pay \$1 to reduce their possible loss from \$7 to \$5, (3) pay \$2 to reduce their possible loss to \$3, or (4) pay \$3 to reduce their possible loss to \$1^[3](#fn03){ref-type="fn"}^.

We also shortened the belief in CC inventory to two lists of 10 items each. In total there were two items from each subscale one of which was repeated in both lists. Beyond the six repeated items, there was one item for each subscale that was not repeated, so participants saw half of the non-duplicated items in each list. We added an item calling for self-assessment of knowledge in CC (using the same five-option scale). We used a four-item numeracy test including two items from [@B53] and two items from the cognitive reflection test ([@B29]) (see Supplementary Materials for scale items).

In the comparative questionnaire we dropped the rating of the trait "informative," because of its high similarity to "complete," and in the demographic questionnaire we replaced the major and year in school with highest level of education because most of the Qualtrics respondents were not students.

Results
-------

We ran 4 × 2 × 3 mixed MANOVAs with source uncertainty (imprecision, conflict, or hybrid) as the within-subjects factor. The 30 hybrid cases were combined into four types of overlap (intersecting, nested, tangent, or disjoint) and two levels of symmetry (symmetric vs. asymmetric) and defined the between-subjects factors. We report first the results pertaining to the source of uncertainty, which replicate Study 1.

### Estimates as a Function of Source of Uncertainty

We replicated the key results regarding the range estimate from Study 1. The lower and upper bounds, ranges, and the confidence ratings (see **Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}**) varied significantly across the sources of uncertainty. DMs estimated the widest ranges under imprecision and the narrowest in the hybrid conditions. The best estimates systematically underestimated the mean of the experts' forecasts, and the deviation from the mean of the experts' forecasts was significantly greater when the two experts disagreed (conflict).

###### 

Means by source uncertainty.

  Outcome               Source                                 
  --------------------- -------- ------ ------- ------ ------- ------
  Estimate (shift)      -2.18    0.28   -3.66   0.29   -2.17   0.29
  Lower bound           13.56    0.24   12.67   0.24   14.07   0.25
  Upper bound           31.33    0.37   29.64   0.39   29.89   0.38
  Range                 17.77    0.37   16.97   0.35   15.81   0.33
  Confidence (est)      4.39     0.05   4.23    0.05   4.23    0.05
  Insurance bid         1.19     0.04   1.24    0.04   1.23    0.04
  Confidence Interval   17.47    0.44   16.99   0.44   16.11   0.40
                                                               

### Confidence and Ratings as a Function of Source of Uncertainty

The analysis of the mean confidence and attribute ratings replicated the patterns from Study 1. DMs were most confident under imprecision, but there were no differences between conflict and the hybrid sets, and there were no significant differences across various levels of overlap or (a)symmetry. The pattern of insurance bids was similar to Study 1 with participants most likely to decline, and least likely to purchase the highest level of insurance, under imprecision. However, that difference was not significant, and fell short of a small effect, χ^2^~(6)~ = 5.64, *p* = 0.46, Cramer's *V* = 0.03.

Replicating the pattern from Study 1, the imprecise set was rated highest and the conflicting set was rated lowest for most attributes (there are no difference in the "precision" ratings). It is striking how stable the ratings were in their preference for imprecision and aversion to conflict for all four structures. There were main effects of source uncertainty on the ratings for the structure of overlap, but not differences between levels of asymmetry. The mean ratings of intersecting and nested hybrid sets were similar to ratings of the imprecise set and the mean ratings of the disjoint and tangent hybrid sets were similar to ratings of conflict. There were significant differences for the ratings of *ambiguous* and *conflicting*: nested and disjoint sets were rated the most ambiguous, and tangent and then intersecting were the least. **Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}** displays the mean ratings for all attributes by source of uncertainty and structure of overlap. Participants were most likely to decline insurance when viewing tangent and disjoint groups, and least likely when viewing nested and intersecting, but the effect was small and not significant, χ^2^~(9)~ = 9.29, *p* = 0.41, Cramer's *V* = 0.03.

![Comparative ratings by structure of overlap.](fpsyg-09-00403-g005){#F5}

The unique and novel feature of this study is the use of 30 hybrid conditions that vary along several attributes which allow us to analyze and determine if, and why, DMs are sensitive to imprecise and conflicting forecasts. Next, we discuss some of these results separately for the various dependent variables. To capture and model the subtle effects associated with various degrees of overlap and asymmetry of the 30 hybrid cases, we use regression models using the degree of each major factor and their interaction as predictors. We conducted separate regressions to predict the mean and variance of each estimate of the 30 hybrid sets allowing us to test how the key factors affect the magnitude as well as variability of the estimates. Most DMs, as expected, gave estimates close to the mean and the bounds of the set, and a small -- but non-trivial -- number of DMs gave greatly different responses. Focusing on the mean and variance of each group allows us to focus on the typical respondent and minimize the influence of unusual individuals.

### Estimates as a Function of (A)Symmetry of the Sets

We ran regression models predicting each of the DMs' estimate using the degree of overlap, degree of asymmetry, and their interaction as predictors. The degree of asymmetry was a significant predictor of the means of all three estimates -- most likely value, lower bound, and upper bound -- but not for the estimated ranges, the subjective 90% probability intervals, or the confidence ratings (see **Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}**). **Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}** displays the set of mean estimates by level of asymmetry. Generally, there was more shifting away from the experts' upper bound than the lower bound, and the best estimates were consistently shifted below the set mean, suggesting that DMs act as if the forecasts overestimate the "true" value. As expected, the positively skewed sets were shifted considerably toward the lower end. The symmetric set was closer to the center, but slightly shifted to the lower end. Estimates for the negatively skewed sets curbed expectations. The estimated mean was closer to the midpoint than the set mean, and the upper bounds were greatly shifted in the negative direction.

###### 

Regression models of mean and variance of estimates by overlap and asymmetry.

  Outcome    Source         Best estimate   Lower bound   Upper bound                                                              
  ---------- -------------- --------------- ------------- ------------- ----- ------- ------ ------ ----- -------- ------- ------- -----
  Mean       Intercept      -2.58           0.33                              14.46   0.28                30.20    0.41            
             Overlap        0.02            0.03          0.01                -0.01   0.03   0.01         0.02     0.04    0.00    
             Asymmetry      0.27            0.06          0.22          ^∗^   -0.23   0.05   0.24   ^∗^   -0.22    0.08    0.13    ^∗^
             O'lap × Asym   0.00            0.01          0.22                0.00    0.01   0.24         0.00     0.01    0.13    
             Adj-*R*^2^                                   0.39                               0.43                          0.17    
  Variance   Intercept      81.62           6.49                              58.28   6.67                131.81   11.18           
             Overlap        -0.86           0.59          0.04                -1.30   0.61   0.06   ^∗^   -0.30    1.02    0.00    
             Asymmetry      -1.53           1.24          0.02                -2.26   1.27   0.04         0.01     2.13    0.00    
             O'lap × Asym   0.13            0.16          0.08                0.23    0.16   0.15         0.03     0.27    0.00    
             Adj-*R*^2^                                   0.03                               0.16                          -0.11   
                                                                                                                                   

∗

Significant at p \< 0.05; DW, general dominance weight.

![Estimates (best, lower, and upper bounds) by level of asymmetry. Each source has a unique color, and each condition has a unique symbol. Responses to the Hybrid sets are averaged across direction of skewness. Error bars display the standard error of the mean for each condition.](fpsyg-09-00403-g006){#F6}

Most likely estimates were shifted further below the set mean for negatively skewed sets (-4.78, *SE* = 0.62) than both symmetric (-1.41, *SE* = 0.55; mean diff. = 3.37, 95% C.I. = \[1.45, 5.29\], *p* \< 0.001) and positively skewed sets (-1.29, *SE* = 0.41; mean diff. = 2.76, 95% C.I. = \[0.80, 4.73\], *p* = 0.003)^[4](#fn04){ref-type="fn"}^. There was significantly less shifting away from the lower bound when the set had a positive skew (12.94 (*SE* = 0.31) compared to 14.91 (*SE* = 0.51), mean diff. = 1.97, 95% C.I. = \[0.59, 3.35\], *p* = 0.002 for symmetric and 15.51 (*SE* = 0.54), 2.58, 95% C.I. = \[1.17, 3.99\], *p* \< 0.001 for negatively skewed sets), and significantly lower upper bound estimates for positively skewed sets (28.73, *SE* = 0.55) compared to symmetric sets (31.73 (*SE* = 0.70), mean diff. = 3.00, 95% C.I. = \[0.86, 5.13\], *p* \< 0.003), but no difference from the negatively skewed sets (30.31, *SE* = 0.75).

### Estimates as a Function of Overlap

The differences between the four overlap categories (intersecting, nested, tangent, or disjoint) are less pronounced. **Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}** displays their respective mean estimates. There was a significant difference in shift from the set mean between the categories of overlap \[*F*(3,926) = 3.03, *p* = 0.03\], which was driven by the difference between disjoint sets, which show the largest shift, and nested sets, with the smallest (mean diff. = 1.79, 95% C.I. = \[0.01, 3.58\], *p* = 0.049.

![Estimates (best, lower, and upper Bounds) by category of overlap. Each source has a unique color, and each condition has a unique symbol. Responses to the Hybrid sets are averaged across structure of overlap. Error bars display the standard error of the mean for each condition.](fpsyg-09-00403-g007){#F7}

### Multidimensional Scaling of the Estimates

To fully understand the response patterns across all 32 sets and the variety of measures, we ran two multidimensional scaling (MDS) analyses, one based on the estimates and the other on the post-estimation ratings.

For the first solution, we calculated the Euclidian distance between the 32 mean profiles using five responses per profile: the best estimate, lower and upper bounds and lower and upper bounds of the 90% probability intervals. A three-dimensional solution (see **Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}**) yields the best fit (stress = 0.04 compared to 0.23 and 0.10 for 1- and 2-dimensional solutions). The left panel colors the conditions by the degree of asymmetry (from highest positive skew in red to highest negative skew in blue). Asymmetry correlates highly with the first two dimensions (see the scatterplot matrix in the Supplementary Materials): Positively skewed sets are high, and negatively skewed sets are low, on dimensions 1 and 2.

![3-dimension MDS of all estimates by degree of asymmetry and with 4-cluster solution.](fpsyg-09-00403-g008){#F8}

We performed a cluster analysis on the 3-dimensional solution to help interpret it. We used hierarchical clustering with Ward linkage because it is efficient and flexible to handle both chain-like and concentric clusters. Ward's method is intuitively appealing since it minimizes the difference in sum of squares at each step in the algorithm. In the right panel of **Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}**, we impose the four-cluster solution that seems to be driven primarily by (a)symmetry and only to a lesser extent by overlap. One (cyan) cluster contains all negatively skewed sets (except one); a second (blue) cluster contains five (out of six) symmetric sets. The last two clusters contain primarily positively skewed sets. One (red) is almost entirely (7/8) nested sets including the imprecise set and a mix of five positively skewed and three symmetric sets. The other (green) is mostly (9/12) positively skewed sets and primarily the non-nested overlap categories including three quarters of the intersecting sets, the two positively skewed tangent sets, and five disjoint sets including the conflicting set. In summary, DMs' estimates tend to vary as a function of the direction of skewness, and the nested sets lead to the most distinct estimates. This solution shows that asymmetry plays a large role in estimation, as expected, since M shifts within the projection set and the estimates shift correspondingly.

### Multidimensional Scaling of the Post-estimation Ratings

We also calculated Euclidian distances between the 32 stimuli based on their seven comparative ratings: how (un-)ambiguous, (non-)conflicting, precise, credible, (likely to be) accurate, easy to reconcile, and complete each set was rated to be. The relevance of the source and type of uncertainty is apparent even for the one-dimensional solution with a stress of 0.27 (see Supplementary Materials). The conflicting case is at one end of this continuum and the imprecise set is at the other end with most hybrid sets located in-between (with only one exception at each end). The other clear result is that DMs rate disjoint and tangent sets as similar to the conflicting set (to the left end of the scale) and nested and intersecting sets as similar to the imprecise set (to the right end of the scale).

The 3-dimensional solution is the best fitting solution (stress = 0.10) and is driven by both the degree and type of overlap. The left panel of **Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}** colors the conditions by the degree of overlap (from highest positive overlap in red to highest negative overlap in green). Overlap correlates highly with the first two dimensions (see the scatterplot matrix in the Supplementary Materials). Sets with a positive overlap are high, and sets with a negative overlap are low, on dimensions 1 and 2. We ran a cluster analysis using Wards linkage based on the distances from the 3-dimensional MDS solution. The five-cluster solution (see right panel of **Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}**) shows that imprecision forms a cluster with the nested sets which is close to the cluster with the intersecting sets. Conflict is on the other end of the plot and the disjoint cluster is nearby. The tangent sets are divided by direction of skewness, so positively skewed form one cluster, and non-positively skewed share a cluster with conflict. In summary, tangent sets are perceived as the most conflicting followed by disjoint, and nested sets are the most agreeing followed by intersecting.

![3-dimensional MDS of all ratings by degree of overlap and with 5-cluster solution.](fpsyg-09-00403-g009){#F9}

Discussion
==========

As predicted, the best estimates were, essentially, compromises between the two expert forecasts' and were unaffected by differences between the models. Most surprisingly, we found no effects of model uncertainty -- neither the structural nor the judgmental component -- on any of the dependent variables, but we found systematic and significant effects of source uncertainty. DMs responded to the most salient surface cues -- in this case the values of the forecasts, including their relative agreement and precision, but they ignored more subtle, yet relevant, cues -- the labels of the experts, models, and model parameters. These results are consistent with the system neglect hypothesis ([@B46]; [@B8]).

There is a paradox in communicating CC information that as models get more complex, the public seems to become less sensitive to uncertainties in the models (e.g., [@B51]). Instead it appears that in domains involving deep uncertainty, such as CC, DMs are highly sensitive to the source of indeterminacy. Normatively, climate policy preferences should change according to the goal for uncertainties stemming from states of nature vs. differences between models ([@B19]). As predicted, we observed a greater reduction in the judged range estimates (compared to the experts' original forecasts) for *conflicting point* forecasts than for *agreeing imprecise interval* forecasts. DMs show a consistent dislike of, and aversion to, conflict and react more positively to communications that reflect imprecision: (1) Imprecision resulted in the greatest consistency with the expert forecasts; (2) DMs expressed higher confidence and preferred imprecise forecasts on characteristics ranging from credibility to completeness. This supports previous findings that conflict aversion is stronger than imprecision aversion ([@B56], [@B57]), and implies that there is a broader dimension, such as overall perception of uncertainty, that is driven by the degree of agreement between the forecasts.

The results confirm that DMs are not universal seekers of precision, but are rather sensitive to the nature, and features, of the decision environment. They expect a certain degree of imprecision or uncertainty in climate projections, and in line with the congruence principle ([@B7]; [@B50]; [@B21]), they favor forecasts that seem to capture and reflect this imprecision. In fact, using bounded estimates to express uncertainty in climate projections leads to higher belief in and concern about CC since a high degree of uncertainty is expected (MacInnis et al., unpublished).

In the presence of hybrid projections that are both imprecise and conflicting, the DMs' responses depend on the nature of the task. The joint effects of the two source uncertainties seem to lead to a compromise between the effects of imprecision and conflict for all judgmental tasks -- confidence, willingness-to-pay for insurance and comparative ratings. However, we observed a combining pattern in estimation tasks -- estimating the most likely value and range of possible values -- where DMs displayed the least consistency with the experts in the hybrid condition. Response patterns do not reflect simple arithmetic on the endpoints. The relative agreement and configuration of the sets seem to promote differential weighting of the expert forecasts due to preferences and overall feeling about uncertainty.

These task-specific differences are consistent with the contingent weighting model ([@B58]) and the subsequent task-goal hypothesis ([@B27]) which state that task objectives influence response processes. We found differences in the processes used for *estimation* and *rating* tasks. In estimation tasks, DMs give range estimates closer to the endpoints under imprecision because those are the more prominent features, or focal points, while they give range estimates closer to the middle for the hybrid set since the common point (in Study 1), which is the midpoint of the set's range, is the most prominent feature. In comparative ratings, DMs can see the hybrid set contains some features of conflict and some features of imprecision. Given that they are more averse to conflict than to imprecision ([@B56]) they assign ratings that are more favorable than those of conflict, but less favorable than imprecision.

The focus of Study 2 was to develop a robust mapping of how conflict and imprecision are combined. Across the 30 different hybrid sets, reactions were a function of two key factors -- structure of overlap and level of asymmetry. The results help explain why differences in cognitive processes and attention are used to respond to different goals. The size and direction of (a)symmetry of the two sets showed a stronger influence on quantitative estimates than their overlap, seemingly because asymmetry creates a tension between various measures of central tendency. Asymmetry highlights the deviation between the mean and median and makes it the prominent feature of the set. The structure and degree of overlap within a set had greater influence on preferential ratings seemingly because the (lack of) overlapping areas were the prominent set feature and altered the perception of (dis)agreement between experts. Sets with a positive overlap (nested and intersecting) were rated more similarly to imprecision indicating participants paid greater attention to the agreeing segment, and sets with a non-positive overlap (disjoint and tangent) were rated more similarly to conflict indicating participants paid greater attention to the distinct and disagreeing segments.

The two multidimensional scaling analyses confirm that estimates are driven by the *degree* of asymmetry and ratings are driven by the degree of overlap. Some pronounced response patterns within the key factors should be explored in further detail. First, heavy skewness caused the greatest bias from the set means because it creates the greatest discord between possible definitions of "center." Our hybrid sets were confined to a common range (10--40 inches), so the most skewed sets had the largest discrepancy of interval widths between projections. The large degree of bias could indicate that participants weighted the experts based on the width of their forecast. A narrower, more precise, projection seems to be associated with greater credibility. Judges perceive a tradeoff between accuracy and the informativeness of others' estimates where more narrow estimates are considered more informative, but less likely to be accurate ([@B63]). We extend these results to sets of multiple experts showing that experts providing narrower intervals are perceived as more credible and informative.

A large degree of overlap, whether an area of intersection (or positive DO) or space (negative DO), between the forecasts induced the greatest difference in ratings since it represents a larger unresolved region. A wide area of intersection suggests the experts agree, but the agreement is still imprecise. A wide area of disjointedness suggests the experts are far from agreement, and when the projections showed the most disagreement, participants rated the sets almost as conflicting and hard to resolve as pure conflict. This indicates that preferences are more complicated than following simple mathematical rules since sets with a large degree of overlap had the same range and same statistical center as corresponding sets with a small degree of overlap.

We did not observe differences based on belief in CC or political identification which, in principle, could have resulted in the discounting of projections that were inconsistent with one's political affiliation. By design, the experts and models in this study were not individualized (expert A vs. B and model GCSX vs. ESGY). Thus, the observed patterns of preference cannot be attributed to prejudices about either. Social and political attributions of the experts' motivation are a natural part of the assessment of their judgments, and it appears individuals make credibility judgments in this partisan domain even in the absence of identifying information. Moreover, recent evidence suggests attributions are a function of the educational and cognitive levels of the judges; those with lower education are more likely to attribute disagreement to incompetence, and those with higher education attribute disagreement to complexity and aleatory uncertainty ([@B15]). Future work should consider the impact of these factors.

Unexpectedly we found the greatest shift away from the experts occurred when the set had a negative skew, especially for the best estimate and the lower bound. The shifting for all sets was toward lower values; best estimates were below the set mean and range estimates were narrower than the experts. This pattern is consistent with status quo bias and "system justification" -- defending existing social systems -- which is associated with discrediting CC ([@B26]). Participants are less trusting of the worst-case projections, either because they do not believe the climate will continue to change at the current rate, or they tend to attribute "alarmist" motives to the forecasters who predict higher, and more threatening consequences from CC. Alternately, it implies that individuals intuit that the expected damage from CC has a specific shape that lower values are more likely than extremely high values ([@B44]). And, of course, these possibilities are not exclusive.

Conclusion
==========

In two studies, we have shown that perceptions of multiple climate projections are driven by the type and degree of disagreement between them, but the judges are insensitive to the differences between the models and how they were run. Moreover, judgmental reactions to the experts are driven by how two key factors -- the structure of overlap and the level of asymmetry -- interact with the task at hand. It appears that previously identified uncertainties stemming from multiple sources, conflict and imprecision, are special cases of overlap and asymmetry. Perceptions of agreement require intersection and balance. While, overly precise forecasts lead to a greater perception of disagreement among experts, and a greater likelihood of the public discrediting and misinterpreting information. Future studies should build on this work by exploring how the (mis)match between the judge and various experts alters perceptions of the evidence. Further, research should explore if overlap and asymmetry similarly impact perceptions of uncertainty in domains outside of CC.
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Since there are only two values, *X*~min~ and *X*~max~, their mean, median and mid-range are identical.

Interestingly, we did not find significant association between the DMs' responses with different levels of belief in climate change or political identification. Neither these factors, nor personal demographics were significant when included as covariates in the models.

We eliminated the quiz on the bidding procedure since we used a simple forced choice question.

All pair-wise comparisons based on Tukey--Kramer tests.
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